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Material pertinent to this discussion is found on pages  Attitudes indicate how one will react to a given event.
Attitudes Evaluative statements or judgments concerning objects, people, or events. Contrast the three
components of an attitude. All of us have a hierarchy of values that forms our value system. Limitations of the
Study Preparation of this report involves a number of limitations in its various stages. We all have values that
determine our decisions and guide our lives. Attitudes are evaluative statements concerning objects, people or
events e. Less stable than values Material pertinent to this discussion is found on pages  Although we may not
be able to claim that a happy worker is more productive, may be true that the organizations are more
productive. Dissonance means inconsistency. These values are : a. Job satisfaction means different things to
different people; this is because it has a lot of do with motivation. Absenteeism: Satisfied workers are only
slightly less likely to be absent than dissatisfied workers. When anyone enter an organization with the view
that allocating pay on the basis of performance is right, while allocating pay on the basis of seniority is wrong.
Try to place newcomers in work groups whose members are satisfied with their jobs. Quality of life: Quantity
of life is a national culture attribute describing the degree to which societal values are characterized by
courage opinion and materialism. System itself is the value hierarchy based on the ranking of personal values
based on the intensity of these values. Depends on facets of satisfactionâ€”tend to be less satisfied with pay
and promotion opportunities. The idea was suggested that the behavior or a specific outcome is preferable to
the others. The findings exactly as we expected if the satisfaction negatively correlated with attendance list.


